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October Meeting Minutes
and Tasting Notes
Belgian Dubbel Recipe
by Michael Nazarec

Hacking Brewhouse Kits
l::)y David Gummer

6

Telluride Bluegrass
,.
and Beer by HANS YODZIS

9
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New Brews

packed and very educational October 1st meeting.

fezz sips fresh suds

Kevin Hanson prepared a wonderful presentation

Bamberg

on Oktoberfest beers, focusing on its origins,

JAKE HUZEL smokes beer

12

14

From Church to the Farm

show was quite detailed and there were many
questions from the floor. If you missed the meeting,
check out Kevin's informative article in this

Ontario by Jason Rogers

newsletter. Unfortunately, the advertised style was

Everything You Ever Wanted

unavailable for tasting, not found in any store far

To Know About OKTOBERFEST

and wide. It would seem that the Oktoberfest style

But Were Afraid To Ask

is not very popular 'round these parts. But your can

Treasurer's Report
by Brian Read

19

historical developments and ingredients. The slide

Microbreweries of Eastern

by Kevin Hanson

18

We had a great 30+ turnout for our action

Octobrer Executive Minutes

pick yourself up some Negra Medolo when you
read Kevin's article on Page 12, it's the closest you'll
find in the city.
Next up, Mike Tymchuk of Wild Rose
fame brought out several 6 packs ofPaulaner's

Hefe Weizen, and gave a short talk on this styIe

A TANKARD Of AL-e. fo~
Me ANt/MY F~'eNf7
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St. Nick's Belgian
Dubbel Recipe
Grain Bill:
8 lbs Organic 2-Row
2 lbs Dark Munich
2 lbs Light Munich
1 lb Special B
1/21b Wheat
1/41b 120 Crystal

and then spoke on how WR developed their own
Wheat beer style, a Canadian Wheat, which was

Soft water, no mineral correction.

finally recognized at the recent Canadian Brewers

Association Awards. Wild Rose won a Bronze

Mash at 150 0 C for 60 minutes

Medal for the Velvet Fog, as well as bringing

Sparge and collect 20 liters at 1.062

home a Silver Medal for last winter's Barley Wine.
Congratulations Mike! And Thank You!
Next, David Gummer came totally prepared
to make a batch of beer right before our eyes! And

Add:
1 lb Candi Sugar
1 lb of Dry Wheat Malt Extract

in pretty short order too. Please check out David's
article Hacking Brewhouse Kits on Page 4. He

Bring to a Boil, adding:

gave us an insiders look at what you can do to and

1 oz Hallertau pellets (4.2% alpha) for 60 minutes

with Brewhouse kits and shared hints and details not

1 oz Saaz pellets (3.8% alpha) for 40 minutes

provided with the usual instructions. In less than 45

1/2 oz ofSaaz at Finish (15 mins)

minutes he went from sanitized carboy and box 0'

1 tsp Irish Moss at Finish (15 mins)

wort to pitching yeast and popping on the air lock.
We look forward to this beer when it's ready at some

Have prepared in advance:

future meeting! Thanks David!

Wyeast Belgain Abbey II # 1762

I would also like to thank everyone who
heeded our call to arms and brought beer when we

Other Notes:

could not come up with any Oktoberfest.

Aerate, then ferment for 6 days.

I now would like to introduce the newest

Transfer to secondary and age for 2 weeks at cellar

member of the CowTown Yeast WRanglers club

temperatures.

executive, Mr. Corey Clayton. Corey will be the

FG: 1.012

V.P. in charge of Program Coordination. His duties

Prime with 1 cup DMX and / or fresh yeast, the same or

will include organizing the monthly meetings:

another Belgian strain.

lining up talks and presentations, developing ideas

Bottle in standard 341 ml bottles, age for at least 1

and working with the membership at large in

month.

moving the club forward. Welcome aboard Corey!

6.6 % ABV

Michael Nazarec
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Hacking Brewhouse KIts
by David Gummer
Brewhouse kits consist of a 15L bag of wort, a small
package of sodium bicarbonate ph buffer, a yeast
package and corn sugar.
Although these kits are marketed to make basic
versions of certain beer styles (e.g., blonde ale), great
improvements and many style varieties can be
accomplished by manipulating the original gravity,
yeast, and water, or by adding hop pellets
(dry-hopping) or wort from steeping specialty grains.
For example, I have made 8 different styles from just
the Munich dark lager kit: American brown ale,
American amber ale, Northern English brown Ale,
robust porter, dry stout, sweet stout, bock and
dopplebock.

Wyeast strains available online:
http://www.wyeastlab.com/hb y eaststrain. cfm

4. Do not add as much water as the instructions
indicate. I prefer to use reverse-osmosis water and I
add only a small amount (e.g., 1-2 L) and then take a
sample (using "beer thief') to measure the original
gravity using a hydrometer. I dilute the wort with
only enough water to get it into the correct range for
the desired beer style. See BJCP style guidelines
http://www.bjcp.org/2008styles/catdex.php

5. Don't forget the ph buffer! The wort in the bag is
highly acidic so that it stays fresh and uninfected. I
always add the ph buffer to the bottom of the carboy
and then dissolve it in the first 1-2 L of
reverse-osmosis water before adding any wort or
yeast to the carboy.

Tips for hacking Brewhouse kits
1. Check out the Brewhouse beer kit technical
specifications on http://www.thebrewhouse. com and
identify a style that you would like to make according
to the ingredients and specs.
2. When you go to buy your kit, check the date on the
Brewhouse package. Try to buy packages that are
stamped within 1-2 months prior. If they need to be
kept longer, store them in a cool and dark place.

3. Throw-out the dry yeast package in the garbage.
Obtain a good quality liquid yeast or dry yeast from
your home brew store. These should be kept
refrigerated until you are ready to use them. Again,
they have date stamps and ideally they would be no
more than 1-2 months old. Follow the instructions on
the yeast package for activation. Choose yeast strains
carefully knowing that this will have a maj or impact
on the flavour and qualities of your beer. Refer to

6. Before pouring the wort, wipe down the top of the
Brewhouse box and spout and spray with Star-san
(also available from local brewing store) or another
sanitizer. Take care not to contaminate the top of the
box or pour-spout from the wort-bag.
7. If you have difficulty with excessive foaming
when you pour the wort into the carboy, try "foam
control" drops which are available by mail order
from http://morebeer. com/. I find that 8-10 drops of
foam control into the first gallon or so of wort in the
carboy helps minimize the foaming. This prevents a
mess and risk of contamination.

8. Add lots of hop flavour and aroma by adding hop
pellets to the carboy about 7-10 days before
transferring to bottles or keg. Always use the freshest
hops possible and keep them in air-tight containers in
a deep freeze until you are ready to use them.

American brown ale
(aka "Brown Rat ale")
Munich dark lager Brewhouse kit
4L of reverse osmosis water
Wyeast 1028 London ale liquid yeast
42 g Styrian Goldings hop pellets for dry hopping
last 7-10 days in fermenter

L:~_IiOI!lL..II

no mess,

American India pale ale

no fuss,

(aka "Prairie dog IPA")

~ no boiling

India pale ale Brewhouse kit

9. When it comes time to bottle, don't automatically
use all the corn sugar in the package. I have found that
1/3 to 1/2 cup is plenty to achieve appropriate
carbonation of many British and American style ales.
Do a little research online regarding carbonation levels
and priming.

4L of reverse-osmosis water
Wyeast 1968 London ESB ale liquid yeast
21 g Cascade hop pellets for dry hopping last 7-10
days in fermenter
21 g Columbus hop pellets for dry hopping last
7-10 days in fermenter

10.

After you have hacked a couple Brewhouse kits
by adjusting the original gravity, yeast, water and dry
hopping, there are many more possibilities to explore
like steeping specialty grains or boiling the wort and
making hop additions.

To start your batch of Brewhouse beer you
will need

Extra special bitter (ESB)
India pale ale Brewhouse kit
4L of reverse-osmosis water
Wyeast 1968 London ESB ale liquid yeast
28 g East Kent Goldings hop pellets for dry
hopping last 7-10 days in fermenter

Yeast (liquid yeast culture or specialty dry yeast)
Brewhouse kit (wort and ph buffer)
At least 4L of reverse-osmosis water
23L glass carboy
Rubber bung and blow-off hose or air-lock
Large funnel
Sanitizer (e.g., Star-san)
Utility spray bottle for Star-san

Optional (but recommended)
pitch yeast,
Foam control drops
Beer "thief'
Beer hydrometer
Hydrometer test tube

air lock
and ferment

Questions? Email david.gummer telus.net

by Hans Y odzis
Ah, Telluride. Four days of great music and craft beer in the spectacular box canyon high in the San
Juan Mountains of Colorado. But first the need to get there, an 8-hour drive from Denver past the
legenday Red Rocks Amphitheater, up and over the Rockies. Through classic ski towns like Vail,
Aspen and Breckenridge, where we pulled in to load up a box full of assorted Colorado craft beers that
would be desperately needed in the desert up ahead. All of them were excellent in that wonderful rich
Colorado tradition, with a personal highlight provided by the spectacular multi-gold medal winning
Bitch Creek ESB from the Grand Teton Brewery near Jackson Hole in Wyoming. Its bouyant

Centennial dry-hopping and broad Galena, Chinook, Centennial hop schedule mates perfectly with the
engaging, conversational amber maltiness, topped off with a quenching, crisp finish. It seems to win
medals in every competition it
enters as an American Brown Ale for some reason, but with the Idaho 2-Row Pale, German
Melanoidin, CaraAmber, CaraAroma and British Crystal 60 it comes off to me as a
beautiful, hoppy, rich NW pale ale (maybe amber?) that just does it.
In fact I feel like having one right now!
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continuously filling all of the jockey boxes with
unending quantities of ice, the beer lines (30 footish)
are surrounded with insulated glycol pipes, which
manage to chill the beer from the time it leaves the
keg until it arrives in your (recyclable corn starch) cup
(that you saved from last year). It's spectacular, it's
wacky, and it chills 50 some-odd taps of continuously
pouring beer in midst of blazing desert heat for days
on end. God knows what hardships and tribulations
led to the creation of - behold! The Octopus!

Bottles and kegs are trooped out of basements from
all over the country and brought for all to try. Oddly,
the details elude me here but I do know there were
outstanding beers of all kinds, with one notable dark,
bourbon soaked beer that I just squeaked in on. There
was also a fun group of folks from 8t. Louis who
decided to promote their favorite local brewery by
hauling several full 1/4 barrel kegs across the country
packed in ice for this tasting. Much similarly
sophisticated activity later and we're ready for the
main event - festivaaaal!

New Belguim was founded by a guy who as a young
fella cycled through Belgium and turned the resulting
cerevisiastical epiphany into action on the home
brew front. The brewery is all about bicycles, as
spiritual catalyst of the brewery, which are reflected
in their flagship Fat Tire Amber Ale: a crisp,
quenching amber with biscuity maltiness and bright
hoppiness to please the palate after a long
soul-freeing ride in the hills. Other offerings
generally reflect their Belgian inspiration, with an

Abbey Ale, a Dunkel, and the Mothership Wit.

Now the logistics of serving 10,000 thirsty
festivarians through four full days and nights of sun
soaked desert heat at 9,000 foot altitude are unique.

The New Belguim Brewing Company has worked
on this problem for years. Days in construction by an
intrepid team of dedicated brewskateers led by Chris
presented an unusual sight: Rather than

8

I include a Bitch Creek clone recipie formulated with
the assistance of Rob Mullin from Grand Teton:
OG 1.061
FG 1.014
IBU 54
SRM23
ABV 6.1%
8 lbs 5 oz. 2-row pale
14.5 oz. CaraAroma
1 lb. 5 oz. Crystal (60L)
2 lbs 1.25 oz Weyermann melanoidin malt
6.25 oz CaraAmber

My personal fave (uncharacteristically enough) was a

0.12 oz/3.5 g of 12% Galena 45 min

lager; oddly known as 1554 Enlightened Black Ale.

0.12 oz/3.5 g of 12% Chinook 45 min

There's an entertaining story in the development of this

1.5 oz/4.2 g of 10% Centennial 45 min

beer involving years of research in the catacombs under
Belgian Abbeys by torch light and stuff seeking out

0.15 oz/4.2 g of 12% Galena 30 min

ancient, arcane knowledge from 16th century religeous

0.15 oz/4.2 g of 12% Chinook 30 min

sects that really needs a first person account for full

0.25 ozl7.0 g of 10% Centennial 30 min

effect.
0.22 oz/6.3 g of 12% Galena 15 min
This fine beer showcases a dark, choclately malt

0.22 oz/6.3 g of 12% Chinook 15 min

character with a balance of hops and a light, crisp,

0.32 oz/9.1 g of 10% Centennial 15 min

lager-style mouthfeel and finish, making it eminently
quaffable even under the merciless desert sun or

1.2 oz/30 g of 10% Centennial 5 min

howling at the solstice moon. Speaking of which, there
was a little cloud on Friday and maybe Saturday, then a

0.53 ozl15 g of 10% Centennial 0 min

Canadian band called the Duhks played in the morning

0.58 ozl16 g of 10% Centennial dry hop

and it dumped snow like crazy! After the snowball
fight it was back to the customary sun and heat.
Welcome to Canada, eh!
All in all a fine event capped off with the best seat in
the house for the Sunday late post-festival performance
by Chris Thile and the Punch Brothers, in the venerable
woody Sheraton Opera House.

Hans Yodzis

Canoe River Rock Bitter 5.2% ABV 650 ml bottles or on tap.
A copper coloured British style E.S.B., some pronounced hop in nose and on palate,
beautifully balanced, when served at proper temperature, subtle malt, dry finish.

Dead Frog Nut Brown 5% ABV 341 ml bottle
"nothing goes down like a cold dead frog"
Dead Frog Brewery, Aldergrove, RC.

Some initial hints of sweet malt in the aroma, well balanced mid body brew,
smooth throughout the palate - some nuttiness, chocolate notes, fairly dry
finish - a very nice nut brown ale.

Southern Tier India Pale Ale 6% ABV 355 ml bottle
Souther Tiern Brewing Company, Lakewood, New York

Big floral/citric nose, nice hop bite on first sip, well balanced, hop
accented and underscored by a great malt component, full bodied,
long dry finish, a lovely overall mouthfeel.

Framboise 5.5% ABV 650 ml bottles "The one with the silky pink head"
This Belgium influenced ale is created by re-fermenting loads of whole
raspberries with a lightly hopped Blonde ale. The resulting beer has a deep pink
hue, a floral bouquet and a very pleasant raspberry palate, well balanced,
refreshing but not sweet, lovely dryish finish.

Michael Nazarec
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Bamberg
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by Jake Huzel
While in Europe I had the good fortune to visit the city of
Bamberg, which I have to say is probably one of my
favourite cities. It is one of the only cities in Germany
which was not destroyed in the war, and this has left the
old town in fantastic condition. Its an UNESCO World
Heritage town with a number of notable sites to see,

Figure 1 : Little Venice

including:
Cathedral (1237), with the tombs of emperor Henry
II and Pope Clement II
AUe HofbaUung, residence of the bishops in the 16th
and 17th centuries
Neue Residenz, residence of the bishops after the 17th
century
Old Town Hall (13 86), built in the middle of the
Regnitz River, accessible by two bridges
Klein-Venedig ("Little Venice"), a colony of
picturesque fishermen's houses from the 19th century
along one side of the river Regnitz.
Michaelsberg Monastery, build in 12th century on
one of Bambergs "Seven Hills"
Figure 2 : Rooftop from one of the hills

In addition to all of these sites, one of themost amazing aspects of life in Bamberg is transportation, nearly
everyone in the city from young to old rides a bike to work. This means that bikes have the right of way and there are
kilometers of trails to get through all the parts of the city. Which is good because of all the abundance of good food and
delicious Rauchbier & Keller bier, you need some exercise!
Rauchbier is the traditional beer brewed by a number of breweries in Bamberg. According to the Schlenkerla
website (http://www.schlenkerla.de/rauchbier/sorten/sortene.html) the traditional Rauchbier is a "dark, bottom fermented
Marzen , brewed with Original Schlenkerla Smoked malt from the Schlenkerla maltings and tapped according to old
tradition directly from the gravity-fed oakwood cask in the historical brewery tavern." It starts at about 13° Plato, with
around 30 IBUs. In addition to the Smoked Marzen, Schlenkerla produces 4 other beers, a smoked Weizen, a Smoked
ur-Bock, a Smoked Lent Beer, and a regular Lager.
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I had the chance to drink two of these biers in the
bier gaarten with a nice plate of sausages. The Marzen I
found to be well balanced and delicious, the beer which
you get at the tavern is much fresher and therefore much
smokier than what you can find in the bottle, but the
smokiness does not overpower the rest of the beer but
balances it. It's a crowd favourite in Bamberg, nearly

Figure 3: Smoked Weizen

everyone in the bier gaarten was drinking the Marzen.
The Smoked Weizen is about the same original gravity
as the Marzen, but with only 20 IBUs and fermented
with traditional weizen yeast. I found it to be quite a bit
more intense than the Marzen was, but I imagine if I
was to drink a few pints of it I would become
accustomed to the intensity of the smoke. Unfortunately
due the time of the year of my visit I was unable to taste
the Dr-Bock or the Lent beer, both sound like very
interesting beers.

Unfortunately you can not get this beer in Alberta, so
you will have to take the initiative and make it yourself.
Its not a beer that lends itself to extract brewing, but it's
a great reason to get into all-grain! I have recently
brewed a Rauchbier style Ale (yes I said Ale, not lager,
not all of us have those fancy fridges to lager in!!!!) Of
course if you have the ability to lager definitely go that
direction, but if not you can do what I have done and
the results are still quite delicious.

Jake's "Wish I was in Bamberg" Smoked Ale
2.5 kilos Munich Malt
2.0 kilos Weyermann rachmalz
200 grams Dextrine Malt
200 grams Cara-Munich
56 grams Carafa III
56 grams Peat Smoked Malt
56 grams - Hallertauer 4.2% AA 60 mins
28 grams Saaz 2% AA 30 mins
5 mins - Irish Moss
Liquid Yeast -European Ale Yeast
Dry Yeast - Fermentis US-05 or S-33
OG: 1.054

FG: 1.017

Rough steps:
Mash in at 154°P for 90 minutes, Mash out at 167°P, boil for 90
minutes, and ferment between 16 ° & 20 ° Celsius. If you have the
ability, follow a double decoction schedule. If you have freshly
smoked malt you can omit the peat smoked.

Figure 4 : Jake Huzel
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Well, I am happy to report that on our cross Canada Beer
Adventure we had the opportunity to sit in a pew and enjo)
a brew. This all might seem a little sacrilegious but before
you disregard us, or this article, please read on.

Wheat beer Like Water for
Chocolate Porter. Each brew has a
flavour that is as distinctive as its
location. During production, they

We had been driving for some time, exploring the Eastern
edges of Ontario when we realized that we were not far
from a local microbrew called Church-Key Brewing. Though
it is a little way off the beaten path, this brewery is worth a

only make small batches and only
use malted barley, hops, water and
yeast. When we visited they were
not involved in distributing their

look. Housed in a Methodist Church that was built in 1878,

beer because of the simple fact

and located just outside the town of Capbellford , Ontario ,

that they can only produce enough

Church-Key Brewing is the perfect place to stop for a
beverage.

beer for the people in immediate
area. However, according to their
website

Upon arriving at Church, we entered the main doors and
began our enlightened tour. The brewery has a small retail

(http://www.churchkeybrewing.com/).

outlet just inside the main doors and a tap room just furthe,
on. We were greeted by one of the employees and after a
short introduction, she invited us into church. This was not
like any visit I have had to church before. There were no
hymns, no sermon to be heard and, surprisingly, no wine.
The interior of this church has been renovated to house the
entire brewing operation of Church-Key Brewing Company.
The owners gave us full access to everything and provided
us with a great overview of the history of the church and
the brewery. The owners of the brewery have maintained a
lot of the unique charm of the original church. There are still
pews, the hymn board is still populated and the wood
interior has been maintained throughout the years. The
brewers additions to the interior include everything it takes
to produce mass quantities of tasty beers and one of the
largest beer bottle collections any of us had ever seen.
As for the specifics of the beer, Church-Key has been
brewing beer in this location since the year 2000. Over the
years they have managed to produce many award winning
beers, including the very popular Holy Smoke Scotch Ale.
Jamie's favourite of the day was Church-Key's flagship the

Northumberland Ale, Joy liked the Cranberry Maple

it looks like they are going to start to export their
beers to the surrounding communities. Finally,
Church-Key Brewery was awarded the 2007 Golden
Tap Award for Best Micro Brewery in Ontario.
They are open each day from 10 AM until Dark (a
direct quote from their sign), their tap room offers
tastes of all their beers, they sell merchandise - our
favourites were the shirts which questioned "Have
you been to church lately?" and "Drink it religiously."
On top of their own merchandise, in their tap room
they also sell locally produced meats and honey for
those people who want something other than
beer?!? Finally, for any big event, they offer a very
unique service - a brew truck. If anybody in the local
area is having a large event, Church-Key will drive
there brew truck to the event and serve all the beer
the people can drink. If you are ever in the
neighborhood, this place is worth a stop.

Beyond offering a great product, Church-Key Brewing
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The reaction of these hosts was varied. Some took

Company is an exemplar of a local microbrew working

to it immediately and yet others couldn't finish a

hard to become the center of the community. In these

glass. Joy, Jamie and I enjoyed every drop and, from

parts, people might not be finding God at church, but at

a beer lover's perspective, this beer was top notch.

least they are finding a fine group of people and a

Again like Steam Whistle Brewery, Beau's only has

wonderful product. If you stay for more than one, you

one beer, its name is Lug Tread. In their own words

might even leave feeling a sense of enlightenment.

they describe Lug Tread as, "The tracks left in the

From the church, we went straight to the farm. Another

mud from a small tractor's Lug Tread tell the tale of

small microbrew in Vankleek Hill, on the Eastern edge of

honest hard work, close family ties, and the promise

Ontario is Beau's All Natural Brewing Company. In their

of the unparalleled taste of an all natural product.

own words, "We are small, family-run company. We brew

Lug Tread is hand-crafted with springwater and

interesting, tasty beers using the highest quality, all

certified organic malts. We brew this tasty golden

natural ingredients like certified organic malts and local

ale and then lager it to create a beer like nothing

spring water. We have names, not titles. We brew using

else in Ontario. Golden-hued, crisp and finely

equal parts art and science. We always have time for our

balanced; Lug Tread Lagered Ale is our tribute to

friends." Our experience would indicate that this may be

the classic beer of Cologne, Germany. Lug Tread is

the perfect description for this brewing operation.

top fermented (like an ale) and then cold aged (like
a lager) for a lengthy period. This gives our beer

Their facility is easily spotted from the road. On the side of

some light ale notes complemented by a lager-like

the brewery a huge silhouette of a tractor is painted and

crispness. Lug Tread displays interwoven malt and

passers-by are able to read their logo from the road. Inside

hop flavou rs, su btle fru it flavou rs and a crisp,

the brewery everything is bright, shiny, new and

lingering finish." Our experience and multiple

immaculate. We were greeted by Denise, their customer

tasting opportunities would indicate that his is

service person. To give you an idea of the atmosphere at

nothing by the unfiltered truth. Finally, according to

the brewery, keeping in mind she is married to the boss,

their web site, http://www.beaus.ca/index.html.

this is how she is described on their web page: "Denise

they have just produced (and sold out of) their first

keeps things at Beau's in order, from her fantastic

seasonal beer. Word is it was a very tasty Dirty

telephone voice to book keeping, sales support and

Brown Ale called 'Bog Water.'

customer service. Although highly qualified in her role,

Over the past year Beau's has expanded its

rumours still persist that she's sleeping with the boss."

distribution and now serves most of Eastern

Denise offered us samplings of their beer and gave us

Ontario. In the 2008 Golden Tap Awards, Beau's

some insight into their production. The most unique thing

took home the Best Microbrewery in Ontario and

about their brewery is that they only distribute their beer

the Best Beer in Ontario. After our short stay, we

in 'growlers.' For anybody unfamiliar with what a 'growler'

would all agree that these awards are overdue and

is, it's basically a jug that holds 1.89 Liters.

much deserved.
What both of these micro breweries have in

Very much like Steam Whistle Brewing in Toronto, each of

common: they are unique, they make great beer

the Beau's Growlers is painted and unique to their

and they are as much about people as they are

operation. Denise acknowledged that this has increased

about product. During the duration of the entire

their production costs, but they feel it is important to

trip, all along the great Canadian highway, it was

cross the t's and dot the i's.

easy to see that the people in the micro brewing

More than most breweries we visited, Beau's produces

industry are of the highest caliber; each one kind,

beer that has a distinctive and unique taste.

creative, talented and genuine.

Because of the growler's distinctive look we picked up a
number of them and took them with us along our journey
as gifts for our hosts.

Jason Rogers

VIENNA STYLE BEERS:
MARZEN-OKTOBERFEST
Based on the work of George & Laurie Fix

by Kevin Hanson
Vienna's are amber-coloured lagers with a distinctive "Viennese Character". The style developed in 1841 by
brewer Anton Dreher in Vienna. Marzen and Oktoberfest traditionally refer to a brewing technique not a style:
- building the beer in the spring, lagering all summer, imbibing in the fall. With advent of modern technology a
milder Vienna Style became available all year and more substantive Marzens & Oktoberfests became known as
"Festbiers" .

Brewing in the Austro-Hungarian Empire
Prior to 1600's, brewing in this region was much the same as rest of Europe - Monasteries controlled breweries and
made dark, sweet finish ales. The Dreher Family tracestheir brewing history back to 1632, the advent of the
Industrial Revolution and developed Brewing Science, Technology and Management. Anton Dreher's biggest
impact was perhaps his discovery in 1841 Dreher in Vienna (with friend Sedlmayr of Munich) of yeast. Dreher
isolatesd and used bottom fermenting strains and in 1868 introduces mechanical refrigeration.
There was an nstantaneous change in demand for Lagers, with competing styles ofPilseners (pale), Munchner
(dark) and Vienna (amber). Dreher also insisted on using only quality ingredients; only Moravian barley, (even
though other coloured malts were produced); Saaz hops from the Zatec region and cultivated Styrian Goldings.
Dreher was soon running the biggest brewing operation in Europe.

First Decline
The Pale Pilsener style was not working in Bavaria. The pH contributions of malt and water were not yet
understood, but still Dreher's Vienna style prevailed. He capitalized on local water and acidic Moravian malts to
offer a lighter alternative to Munchner. His insistence on quality ingredients made a difference and worked for a
while, but by the mid-1900's was declining due to Pale Pilsener's unrelenting market popularity and a new
Dortmunder style offering a new light alternative. Also, the rampant practice of producing cheaper, inferior barley
for coloured malt was a factor.

New World Connection
The decline of the Austro-Hungary Empire was also a factor in the demise of the style. By the late 1800's, Central
European immigration to the Americas was abundant, and specificly Vienna brewers, who tended to concentrate in
Central Texas and Mexico. These immigrants immediately started brewing and their technology triumphed over
climate (refrigeration). By 1902, Texas was producing 400,000 bbl annually, with Mexico showing imilar
consumption. By 1875, the Santiago Graf -Mexico City became the most influential area and the new brains
behind the show were quality obsessed, importing European grain & hops to use with the local water which was
similar to Munich.
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Modern Resurrection
The 2nd Decline occurred with North American prohibition which tanked brewing. There was actually no prohibition
in Mexico, so they should have escaped, but unfortunately Mexico had a revolution in 1910 and with it the industry
moved to local ingredients oflesser quality. The Homebrew movement in the 1970's revived the style, at least on a
small scale and many publications like "A Treatise on Lager Beer" by Fred Eckhadrt in 1997 extended its popularity.
The American Homebrewers Association created competitions and Style Guidelines and by the 1980's Homebrewer's
interest spilled over commercially with many Micro - breweriers and Brewpubs producing the style. It is now safe to
report that Viennese-style brews are back, and are alive and well.

Opinions Past and Present
Zimmerman 1905

"These beers have a good colour with both malt fullness and hop bitter. Brewed from
only the best malt and hops"

Nugey 1933

"Light amber colour, not more than 12°L, neither malt nor hop flavourpredominate,
with sweet and bitter taste"

de Clerk 1955

"At one time a Vienna type of bottom fermenting beer was brewed. It had a colour
intermediate between that of Munich and Pilsener. The palate was at the same
time aromatic and bitter, qualities which are not compatible, and it has almost
disappeared from the market."

Jackson 1988

"Vienna -Amber red, or only medium dark, lager. Strengths vary. Marzen-has a malty
aroma, and is a medium-strong version of Vienna, seasonal to Oktoberfest"

AHBA 1991

Amber to copper coloured, characteristically has a rich, toasted malt aroma and smooth
malt flavour counter balanced with a clean bitterness of German hops

Composite Profile
Elegance & Colour

Quality of ingredients, attention during brewing

Complexity

Several types of malt, several aromatic hop varieties
Not from yeast by-products

Softness

All ingredients gently making their point

Balance

IfPilseners are a Concerto for hops, Vienna's are a Symphony

Vienna Specifications
A colour of 8-12°L amber or copper is critically important, and has perhaps gotten
darker since1850 version. Brewing conditions can impact greatly as well. Starting
gravity should be between 1.050 -1.055, with a final apparent gravity of 1.010
(dry finish) or no higher than 1.014 is most appropriate. Bitternessshouid be in the
mid 20' s IBU Caution -the flavour balance of malt to hops is very important!

6
Ingredients
Base Malt
Base Malt -75% of grain bill. Traditionally, this was an Amber-kilned Moravian malt, but in the modem era may
be an Amber malt of questionable base malt quality. Use Pale malt or Moravian, preferred for its low percentage
of distinctive proteins, which could be called a "Pilsener Malt" in today's maltster lists.
Generally flexible brewing, decoction not required

Coloured Malt
Coloured Malts - 25% of Grain Bill. They playa major role in colour and complexity. Vienna style brings out the
worst in inferior ingredients, such as: Continental "Vienna Malt" of inferior quality and American "Vienna Malt"
of 6-row inferior quality. A welcome addition to a Vienna grain bill is readily available High quality British light
& dark crystal malt. This continues the tradition of using high quality base malt for coloured malts. Some

commercial examples use Chocolate and Black malts in extremely small quantities.

Hops
Aroma hops are recommended and none can match Saaz for quality, with its gently fruity taste and smell, its
elegance, with no lingering hop bitterness in the aftertaste. However, diversity can add complexity, Styrian
Goldings being a traditional bittering complement. German Hops are also a welcome addition to the Kettle,
Tettnanger being gentle with an elegant spiciness. Haullertauer has similar qualities.

Water
This style is tolerant of a sizable range of waters, but avoid a high sulfate content: < 50 ppm at most, < 25 ppm
better yet. NO GYPSUM! Carbonate hardness is welcome, with Dark malts bringing acidity to get pH down
sufficiently for enzymes. Conversely, carbonates neutralize the malt acidity to contribute softness to the finished
beer.

Yeast
Traditionally, there was much evidence of aromatic, fruity and winey flavour overtones. This may have
contributed to itsfirst demise in Europe, since there was a preference for crisp and clean Pilsener flavours
Most commercial examples today choose clean & neutral yeast strains. There are lots of choices for a neutral
lager yeast. Wyeast 2206 (Bavarian) & W-34170 are "Weihenstephen" producing a rich flavour, full body and
clean malty tones. Medium flocculation with apparent attenuation of 73-77%. Optimum fermentation temperature
should be 9°C. Wyeast2308 (Munich) & W-308 are "Weisenheimer": smooth, soft, well rounded and full
bodied. Medium flocculation, apparent attenuation 73-77%. Optimum fermentation temperature is 10 °C. This is
complex, prone to diacetyl, and more likely to bring out hop flavour than
Wyeast 2206.
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Vienna I Marzenl Oktoberfest
So what's the Difference?
Marzenl Oktoberfest
Surprise, they are the same-same! Brewed in March, drunk in October, what's the confusion!
Traditionally built on purpose as strong "party beers"with O.G. of 1.059 -1.065, though today toned down to O.G.'s
of 1.051-1.055. Modem Festbiers are yesterday's standard Vienna beer.
Viennas now are scaled down versions of the festbiers. Modem Vienna's O.G. similar to Oktoberfest beers, just not
quite as "big" and they are available year-round.

Recipe -Traditional Oktoberfest / Marzen
Grain Bill:

3.4 kg Pilsener Malt, 170 g Light Crystal, 170 g Dark Crystal, 170 g English Caramel

Mash:

Strike at 60 C, Conversion at 154 F I 68 C for 45 mins
Mash out at 71 C, SpargeWater at 77 C

Kettle:

Boil for 60 min

Hop Mixture:

First - Tettnanger (4% AA) 0.875 gIL for 60 minutes
Middle - StyrianGolding (5% AA) 1.25 gIL for 30 minutes
Finish - Saaz (3% AA) 1.25 gIL for 5-10 minutes

Brewing Tips
Wort Production

- No Rough Treatment (stirring -turbulence)
- No hot-side Aeration (beware oxidation)
- Decoction risky for aeration I negates deeper maltiness

Fermentation & Aging

- 7 to 8 weeks sufficient
- 6 to 8 months classic
-Bacteria and Sanitation quality control critical for long lagers

Researched,
compiled,
written and
presented
by

Kevin Hanson

Commercial
Oktoberfests:
Bavarian Examples:

by Brian Read
Opening Balance:

$503.34

Oct 4/08

+$20.00

2 Yearly dues

$523.34
Hacker-Pschorr

Spaten

Oct 11/08

1 Yearly dues

+10.00
$533.34

Paulaner

Oct 12/08

Brian Read: beer for meeting
(cheque #018)
-$23.37
$509.97

Mexican Examples:

Moctezuma

Negro Modelo
from
GrupoModelo

Tasting
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OCTOBER EXECUTIVE
MEETING MINUTES

asking for rotating volunteers to provide snacks, or purchasing
something from club funds. No definitive conclusion was
reached yet.
We decided that, in future, we will aim at providing

An Executive meeting of the Cowtown Yeast Wranglers was held on

about 2 liters (equivalent to 6 - 330 ml bottles) of each

October 16,2008. Present were:

commercial beer we provide, and will limit the number of beers

Brian Read, Dave Neilly, Corey

Clayton, Michael Nazarec, Darren Bender
1. NEW EXECUTIVE POSITION
We asked Corey to assume the position of Program

obtained to 3 or 4.
5. DUES NEXT JANUARY
Yearly dues will be as follows:

Coordinator, with a mandate to developing ideas for and organizing

Individual membership: $25, Family membership: $30

the programs for our regular monthly meetings, and any extra social

Drop-in fees to remain at $5 per meeting. Keep your 2008 card,

events he feels are appropriate, the vote was unanimous and Corey

we will simply be validating it for 2009.

accepted.

6. T-SHIRTS & GLASSES
2. CLUB SPONSORS

Dave suggested that it should be incumbent on all members

The order for T-shirts and glasses is still in the works.
One source of delay has been that some upgrading of the logo

to be on the lookout for potential club sponsors, and to actively

is required to enable it to be easily reproduced. Darren will

pursue them when an opportunity arises.

assist fezz in accomplishing this.

Brian and fezz will collaborate on producing some type of
sponsor's package, which would have information about our club,
the advantages of becoming a sponsor, what we want from our
sponsors, and exactly how to become one.
fezz suggested that we need someone on the Executive who
has many contacts with organizations that would be good potential

Brian will redraw the cowboy image for the T-shirts
back and get it to fezz within the next week.
We will add a modest markup to the cost for T-shirts
and glasses we sell, to cover those not sold and to provide some
income for the club.
We will probably order 144 (l gross) of taster glasses,

sponsors, or with sources of donations for contests, social events,

to supply 1 free to each club member, 1 time, and some

etc. The floor is open to nominations for anyone who would be

additional glasses for sale to club members, for duplicates, or if

willing to take an executive position with the mandate to develop
sponsors. Two suggestions for possible potential sponsors that we
may wish to approach are Wyeast and Canada Malting. Dave will
approach Canada Malting.
3. FEBRUARY OPEN COMPETITION
Dave confirmed that Wild Rose Brewery can be used as a
site for drop off of entries, and for judging. fezz has all the
paperwork (judging sheets, styIe guidelines, regulations, instructions
to judges, feedback forms, etc.) needed for the contest.
We will investigate the possibility of booking a Brewer's
dinner at Wild Rose at the end of the contest, with the costs to be
covered by the club for out-of-town attendees who assist. This
would probably be on Saturday evening, to allow Sunday free for

one's glass is lost or broken.
We will consider ordering pint glasses as well, for sale
to members, and possibly to non-members as well.
Extra glasses and T-shirts will also be useful as prizes
and gifts to supporters for competitions and social events.
7. BULK ORDERING BY THE CLUB
We discussed bulk ordering of hops and malt, with
various opinions expressed: viz: a) We need to support our
suppliers, to ensure they continue to serve us, b) We can save
significant $ by ordering directly and eliminating the
middle-man, c) We want to enhance the variety ofsupplies that
are available to us. I felt that the predominant (but not

unanimous) opinion was that we should try first to order from

travel.
Corey suggested that the second entry be free for club
members, to encourageparticipation.
Darren is organizing the competition. We need to begin
asking for volunteers, and will bring this up at the November

local suppliers like the Vineyard, either individually, or as a
group, but should also try to source materials which we cannot
otherwise obtain, as a group. Corey pointed out the need to
order hops in a timely manner, as they are becoming difficult to
source, and need to be ordered in advance.

meeting.
4. FOOD AND BEER AT MEETINGS
We agreed that it would be desirable to have some food at
the meetings. Various ideas were suggested, from just bread to
cheese, sausage, dishes made with beer, etc. We also considered
various means of accomplishing this, including approaching Grant at
Wild Rose to produce something related to the beer theme,

Brian will meet with Tom Corbett for a frank
discussion of what we need as a club and what he needs as a
business, with the goal of reaching a mutually agreeable
conclusion that serves both interests. The first item on the
agenda of this meeting will be to determine exactly what he
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continued from Page 19...
carries, and what he is willing to cany. I may also see whether
he is willing to give a talk at one of our meetings to let us
know what he has to offer.
8. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE MEETINGS
a) Ask members to bring hydrometers, so we can calibrate
them, using temperature-controlled standard solutions
b) Get samples of new malts from Canada Malting, for us to
try and evaluate as a club. Dave will investigate this.
9. NEXT MEETING
Beer style theme will be Dubbels. (Brian to bring
poster and provide a short introduction)
Will try to elicit volunteers for the February open
competition.
We will discuss a bulk buying program.
Brief talk on inspiration and execution of beers for
WR Wort challenge by contest winners (Matt, Jennifer, and
fezz), time permitting.

